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a b s t r a c t

This paper reviews the recent development and new findings of the literature on learning-to-forecast
experiments (LtFEs). In general, the stylized finding in the typical LtFEs, namely the rapid convergence
to the rational expectations equilibrium in negative feedback markets and persistent bubbles and
crashes in positive feedback markets, is a robust result against several deviations from the baseline
design (e.g., number of subjects in each market, price prediction versus quantity decision, short term
versus long term predictions, predicting price or returns). Recent studies also find a high level of
consistency between findings from forecasting data from the laboratory and the field, and forecasting
accuracy crucially depends on the complexity of the task.
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1. Introduction

Expectation formation plays a significant role in modern fi-
ance and macroeconomic modeling. Since the circulation of
eminal works by Muth (1961) and Lucas (1972), the rational
xpectations hypothesis (REH) has been the standard approach to
odel expectation formation. However, due to the lack of high-
uality observational data on agents’ expectation formation and
he difficulty for ‘‘testing joint hypotheses’’, it is usually difficult
o set up a clean test on the REH using empirical data from the
ield.

In recent years, learning-to-forecast experiments (LtFEs), an
xperimental design that dates back to Marimon and Sunder
1993, 1994, 1995) and Marimon et al. (1993) has been widely
sed by experimental economists to study expectation formation
n financial markets and macroeconomies. The key feature of a
earning-to-forecast experiment (LtFE) is that the subjects of the
xperiment play the role of professional forecasters (Hommes,
011, 2013b, 2021). Their only task is to submit their expectation
n an economic variable, e.g., the market price, the inflation rate,
r the output gap. After collecting individual expectations, the
onditional optimal quantity decision (e.g., trading, investing, and
aving) are calculated by a computer algorithm, which aids in
etermining the realization of the variables on which the subjects
ade their forecasts. The learning-to-forecast (LtF) approach is
sually contrasted with the alternative learning-to-optimize ex-
eriment design (LtOEs Duffy, 2010, 2014; Arifovic and Duffy,
018), where the subjects simply make their choice decisions.
epending on the context, the choice decision may refer to vari-
us quantity or trading decisions, e.g., the consumption or saving
ecision in an intertemporal choice problem for a household in,
.g., Lei and Noussair (2002); the supply quantity decision for
firm in, e.g., Bao et al. (2013); and a bid or ask made by a

rader in a double auction market in, e.g., Smith et al. (1988) and
urveyed by Palan (2013). Because the LtFE design directly elicits
nd incentivizes the individual expectations, the subjects should
ave stronger incentive to form rational expectations (RE).
The market can display positive or negative feedback. The

sset markets are considered positive feedback systems, where
he realized market price increases when individual price fore-
asts increase. A classical cobweb framework describing a supply-
riven commodity market with a production lag, on the other
and, exhibits negative feedback—that is, a higher expected price
eads to increased production and thus to a lower realized market
rice (Hommes, 2013a, 2021). A general conclusion from the LtFE
iterature is that the agents can learn the rational expectations
quilibrium (REE) when the market is a negative feedback system
e.g., Hommes et al., 2000). Yet, agents fail to learn the REE when
he market is a positive feedback system (e.g., Hommes et al.,
005, 2008). There have been several comprehensive surveys of
his existing literature (e.g., Hommes, 2021, 2011, 2013a,b, 2014;
ssenza et al., 2014). In this paper, we focus on the relatively new
evelopment in this literature, i.e., studies published in the 2010s,
o summarize recent trends and discuss possible future directions
or research in this field. The new designs and research questions
f papers surveyed in this paper mainly fall into the following
ategories:

(1) Experiments that compare the learning-to-forecast (LtF)
and the learning-to-optimize (LtO) design (e.g., Bao et al.,

2013, 2017; Mirdamadi and Petersen, 2018; Giamattei et al.,

2

2020). The main result of this strand of literature is that all
things equal, the convergence to the REE is less likely or
slower when in LtOEs than in LtFEs.

(2) Like other market experiments, the market size of a typ-
ical LtFE is usually 6–10 participants. In recent years, re-
searchers start to run large-scale LtFEs (e.g., Bao et al.,
2020) to test if the results from relatively small-scale ex-
periments are robust in larger experimental markets. These
studies usually find that bubbles and crashes are still preva-
lent in markets consisting of more subjects.

(3) A typical LtFE usually lasts for 50 periods, and the predic-
tions are made one period or two periods ahead. In recent
years, researchers have started to run LtFE with longer
horizons to investigate the role of long-run predictions
(Colasante et al., 2018; Evans et al., 2019; Anufriev et al.,
2020a,b). The findings suggest that markets tend to be
more stable when people make long-run instead of short-
run expectations and when the length of the experiment is
greater (i.e., with more periods).

(4) Traditionally, LtFEs on asset market elicits beliefs on asset
prices. Some recent studies compare cases where agents
form expectations on prices versus returns (Glaser et al.,
2019; Hanaki et al., 2019b). The main result of this strand
of literature is that all things equal, subjects’ expectation
is higher and bubbles are more likely to form when they
predict in terms of returns instead of prices.

(5) Traditionally, LtFEs mainly study questions related to asset
pricing. Recent LtFEs pay more attention to monetary eco-
nomics and the role of monetary policy in asset markets
(e.g., Arifovic and Petersen, 2017; Arifovic et al., 2019;
Assenza et al., 2019; Bao and Zong, 2019; Hommes et al.,
2019a,b; Mauersberger, 2019; Ahrens et al., 2019). The
findings of this literature show that higher interest rates
and central bank communication are useful in stabilizing
asset prices or inflation rates.

(6) Certain studies have tried to compare data on expectation
formation from the lab and from the field (e.g., Landier
et al., 2019; Cornand and Hubert, 2020). The results of this
literature show a high consistency between the findings of
lab experiments and data from the field.

(7) Other papers have attempted to combine laboratory and
computational experiments (e.g., Hommes et al., 2017;
Anufriev and Hommes, 2012; Bao et al., 2012; Anufriev
et al., 2016, 2018, 2019a). The results of this literature
usually show that subjects’ expectation formation is usu-
ally better explained by computational economics models
where subjects choose from a menu of simple heuristics.

(8) Finally, there exist studies on how the complexity of the
decision and subjects’ cognitive ability and experience in-
fluence forecasting behavior (e.g., Mirdamadi and Petersen,
2018; Anufriev et al., 2019a; Arifovic et al., 2019; Bao
and Duffy, 2021; He and Kucinskas, 2019). The results of
this literature demonstrate that people tend to use sim-
ple heuristics even when faced with highly complex tasks
where multiple equilibria are possible. Higher cognitive
ability of the subjects leads to better convergence to the
REE, but debate persists about whether experience helps
with convergence and market stability.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we go

through the basic setup of a LtFE. Next, in Section 3, we list the
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ain results of the recent literature. Specifically, we discuss the
iterature on each of the eight types of studies in each subsection
f Section 3—that is, in Section 3.1 we discuss the literature
n type 1, while Section 3.2 covers the literature on type 2. In
ection 4, we draw a short conclusion and offer discussion based
n the development of the literature.

. Basic setup of a learning to forecast experiment

.1. Experimental design

A baseline LtFE is usually a market experiment with 6–10
ubjects in each market. This type of experiment usually employs
between-subject design. One market serves as one independent
bservation. The subjects make their forecast on one or two
conomic variables, e.g., the price of a product/financial asset, the
nflation rate, GDP output gap, etc. To provide the appropriate
ncentive to do their best in making an accurate forecast, their
ayoff is a decreasing function of their prediction error. Some
tudies make the subjects’ payoff a quadratic loss function of
heir prediction error, while others put prediction error in the
enominator of the payoff function.
In a LtFE, the subjects usually play the role of a professional

onsult/forecaster/analyst of a firm. Their expectations are fed
nto the decision problem of the firm in determining their out-
ut/trading/investment decisions. Other things equal, a more ac-
urate prediction is associated with a higher profit for the firm
nd better compensation to the subject.
A LtFE is usually a multi-period experiment. The subjects need

o predict the economic variable for 40–65 consecutive periods.
n each period, their information set usually includes the history
f their own past predictions and the realization of the economic
ariable. They usually do not know the data generating process
DGP) of the economic variable, as most market participants do
ot know the DGP of GDP, stock prices, or the inflation rate in
eal life. The experiment usually uses the simultaneous decision
etting, which means that they do not have information on others’
xpectations in the same period, and still do not have it even
fter the realization of the economic variable is revealed. In a
ay, a LtFE differentiates from market experiments with strategic
ubstitutes and complements (Fehr and Tyran, 2005, 2008) in that
t is not a game between the subject and other players as his/her
pponents, but a game between the subject and ‘‘the market’’.
hus, a subject in a LtFE is usually considered a price taker, who
oes not put much consideration on his/her market power in the
ecision-making process.
A key research question of the LtFE literature is this: when

eople do not start from the REE and do not have the knowledge
bout the specification of the DGP of the economy, can they
earn to play RE over time? Stated differently, can learning lead
he market to converge to its REE? According to the REH, this
hould be the case. Instead of assuming that every agent has full
nformation about the economy, the theoretical prediction by REH
s that people should be able to learn the REE as long as they
ave the incentive to search for information and try to form an
ccurate forecast. Meanwhile, their prediction errors should not
ave a cross-sectional correlation.

.2. Price dynamics and individual expectations

Fig. 1 shows the aggregate price dynamics in a typical LtFE.
hile the markets with negative feedback usually converge to the
EE (dashed line) within five periods after the experiment starts,
r after the experimental economy experiences a large exogenous
hock, markets with positive feedbacks usually fail to converge to
 f

3

the REE and exhibit prolonged oscillations and deviation from the
underlying REE/fundamentals.

To better understand the individual expectation formation
in the experimental markets of LtFEs, researchers use different
methodologies to categorize the forecasting behavior by individ-
ual subjects in these markets. One important behavioral model
used in this literature is the heuristic switching model (HSM) by
Anufriev and Hommes (2012).

The basic setup of an HSM is that in each period, the subjects
choose from a menu of forecasting heuristics. They can observe
the history of the forecasting accuracy of each heuristic, and the
key assumption of the model is that the heuristics that perform
better in terms of generating smaller forecasting errors in the
recent past are assigned with higher evolutionary fitness; hence,
they attract more followers in the next period. There are typically
four forecasting strategies in an HSM:

An adaptive expectations rule (ADA), peh,t = pet−1 + w(pt−1 −

pet−1), where the prediction is a weighted average of the previous
prediction and the last observed price.

A weak trend following (WTR) rule (or a contrarian rule, CTR),
peh,t = pt−1 + γ (pt−1 − pt−2), γ ∈ (0, 1] (or γ < 0 for a contrarian
rule), where the prediction is the last observed price plus the
last observed price change multiplied by a constant parameter
between 0 and 1 (less than 0 for a contrarian rule).

A strong trend extrapolation (TRE) rule, peh,t = pt−1 +γ (pt−1 −

pt−2), γ > 1, where the prediction is also the last price plus the
last observed price change multiplied by a constant parameter
greater than 1.

An Anchoring and Adjustment rule (A&A, Tversky and Kahne-
man, 1974), peh,t = 0.5

(
pavt−1 + pt−1

)
+ (pt−1 − pt−2), which uses

a time varying anchor, or the average of the last price and the
sample mean of all past prices,

(
pavt−1 + pt−1

)
, then extrapolates

the last price change, (pt−1 − pt−2).
Let nh,t be the fraction of subjects using heuristic h in period

t . The specific weight updating rule is given by a discrete choice
model with asynchronous updating:

nh,t = δnh,t−1 + (1 − δ)
exp

(
βUh,t−1

)
Σ4

i=1exp
(
βUi,t−1

)
is the parameter that captures the inertia people stays with the
revious heuristic. The parameter β represents the ‘‘sensitivity’’
o switch. The higher the β , the faster the participants switch to
ore successful rules in the recent past. Uh,t−1 is a fitness mea-
ure that is decreasing in the forecasting heuristic’s forecasting
rror.
As shown in Fig. 2, individuals usually follow adaptive (ADA)

r contrarian (CTR) expectations in negative feedback markets,
nd a strong trend-following (TRE) rule or an anchoring and
djustment (A&A) rule in positive feedback markets. They are
hus able to converge to the REE using adaptive expectations,
specially when the markets are E-stable (Evans and Honkapo-
ja, 1999, 2003, 2009) in negative feedback markets. Still, they
re usually unable to learn the RE equilibrium in markets with
ositive feedbacks, because riding on a common trend leads to
iolation of ‘‘uncorrelated prediction errors’’ across individuals.
More recently, Bao and Hommes (2019) studied the price dy-

amics in experimental housing markets as a ‘‘hybrid’’ of positive
nd negative feedback systems. The housing market is a pro-
uction market (as a negative feedback system for the builders),
nd an asset market (as a positive feedback market for the spec-
lators). The result of the experiment shows that the market
rice tends to be more stable when the ‘‘strength’’ of negative
eedback, i.e., the slope of the supply function is larger. The
esult provides supportive evidence that all things equal, housing
arkets with larger supply elasticity should experience fewer
ubbles and crashes. These results also show that overall weak
ositive feedback leads to a stable market, while strong positive
eedback creates bubbles and crashes.
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Fig. 1. Price dynamics in negative (left panel) and positive feedback (right panel) markets in the LtFE by Bao et al. (2012).
Fig. 2. Simulated fractions of individuals using different forecasting strategies in a typical negative feedback market (left panel) and a positive feedback market (right
anel) in the LtFE by Bao et al. (2012).
. Stylized results from recent literature

In this section, we review the results of some recent studies
most of which were conducted or published after 2010) in the
tFE literature. We do not attempt to cover all details of the
esign and results of all studies, but instead highlight the main
onclusions and supporting evidence.

.1. LtFE versus LtOE

bservation 1: The convergence to the REE is not more likely or
aster when the subjects submit quantity decisions instead of making
rice forecasts. Rather, convergence may be slower, and bubbles and
rashes are still prevalent under quantity decisions.

upport: Since the emergence of the earliest LtFE literature, there
have been questions about the comparability between the results
from LtFEs and LtOEs, where subjects make quantity decisions
directly. Though there have been some LtOEs that also elicit price
forecasts (e.g., Cheung et al., 2014; Cohn et al., 2015; Haruvy et al.,
2007; Hanaki et al., 2018), the price forecast in those experiments
is more like a by-product of the experiment: it does not enter the
DGP of the market price, and hence plays a minimal role in the
experiment as opposed to expectation formation in LtFEs.

To our knowledge, Bao et al. (2013) is the first experiment that
ets up comparable LtFE, LtOE treatments, as well as the com-
ination of the two. There is a shared cobweb economy model
n all treatments, where the subjects play the role of advisors of
ompeting companies producing consumer products. The good is
n ordinary good, so that demand is a downward-sloping function
4

of the price. The authors impose a quadratic cost function of
production.

In the LtFE treatment, the subjects submit their price forecast
in each period. The price is then determined by the average price
forecast, and the subjects are paid according to their forecasting
accuracy. In the LtOE treatment, the subjects submit their pro-
duction quantity directly. The market price is then determined by
the total supply quantity, and subjects are paid according to the
profitability of this quantity decision. In a third treatment, they
combine the two, the subjects submit both a price forecast and
a production quantity. The market price is then determined by
the total supply quantity as in the LtOE treatment, and subjects
receive their payoff half from the forecasting task and half from
the quantity decision task.

The result of Bao et al. (2013) shows that convergence is the
fastest in LtFE and slowest in the combination of LtFE and LtOE.
The authors further found that most subjects use adaptive rules to
forecast prices. Given their price forecast, subjects fail to provide
the conditionally optimal quantity in the treatment with both
forecasting and optimizing tasks. The results suggest that LtFE
indeed provides an ‘‘upper bound’’ of how well the REH works
in markets.

Unlike Bao et al. (2013), Bao et al. (2017) studied the expecta-
tion formation and price dynamics in positive feedback markets
where subjects play the role of advisors for investment compa-
nies. In Bao et al. (2017), the company will buy more assets if the
subject’s prediction of the future asset price is higher. The authors
also designed three treatments: LtFE, LtOE, and a third one called
Mixed, where the subjects perform both forecasting and quan-
tity decision (on trading) tasks. To avoid potential hedging, the
subjects in the Mixed treatment receive their payment based on
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Fig. 3. The asset price in a typical market in the LtFE (top left panel), LtOE (top right panel), and Mixed (bottom panel) in Bao et al. (2017).
heir performance in the forecasting and trading task with 50:50
robability, instead of 50:50 weight.
Fig. 3 presents the asset price dynamics in a typical market in

he LtFE, LtOE, and Mixed in Bao et al. (2017). None of the markets
onverge to the REE, but between treatments, the price deviation
nd the magnitude of fluctuation are significantly larger in the
tOE and Mixed treatments than in the LtFE treatment.
The authors also tried to provide an empirical micro-foundation

f observed differences across the three treatments. They esti-
ated individual forecasting and trading rules and found sig-
ificant differences across treatments. In the LtFE treatment,
ndividual forecasting behavior is more cautious. Subjects use a
ore conservative anchor (a weighted average of last observed
rice and last forecast) in their trend-following rules. In contrast,
n the Mixed treatment almost all weight is given to the last
bserved price, leading to a more aggressive trend-following
orecasting rule. Individual trading behavior of most subjects can
e characterized by extrapolation of past and/or expected returns,
nd the degree of the return extrapolation coefficients are higher
n the LtOE and Mixed treatments.

Arifovic et al. (2019) built an overlapping generations (OLG)
conomy of Grandmont (1985). Their LtFE treatment offered the
irst example of spontaneous coordination on a two-cycle in the
ab (as higher order cycle), while the LtOE treatment failed to
onverge to a two-cycle, even after the up and down oscillations
nduced by an initial training phase. The authors plotted the cu-
ulative distribution of individual decision times and the length
f instructions and reported a significantly higher cognitive load
n LtOE than LtFE. In sum, they suggest the possibility that it is the
trategic uncertainty or difference in cognitive load between the
wo designs that leads to the observed differences in outcomes.

Giamattei et al. (2020) have found that if subjects are asked to
rovide a price forecast on a double auction market, a la Smith
t al. (1988), paying for the accuracy of the forecast tends to
nlarge the mispricing and market instability. The reason may be
hat the incentive distracts the subjects’ attention in tracking the
undamental value while trading.
5

3.2. Large scale LtFEs

Observation 2: Bubbles and crashes also occur in large experimental
LtFE asset markets.

Support: Most standard LtFEs use the market size of 6 partici-
pants. Some may wonder if the results of this design are robust
when the group size becomes larger. In particular, supporters of
the REH may claim that RE works the best with a large economy
populated by millions of people, and a large sample size may be
a necessary and sufficient condition for ‘‘wisdom of crowds’’ to
work. In this case, the large booms and busts in LtFEs with posi-
tive feedback may be mitigated or eliminated when the number
of subjects in each experimental market grows larger.

In response to this question, a few recent LtFEs have used
large-scale design, i.e., by increasing the market size from 6 to
20–30, or even to 100. These studies usually show that bubbles
and crashes still occur in these large markets, just as they did in
smaller markets.

Bao et al. (2020) studied the price dynamics and individual
expectations in LtFE markets. In Fig. 4, each solid line represents
one market in the experiment. The experimental setup is the
same as in Hommes et al. (2008), except that the market size
increases from 6 to 21–32. The unique REE of the market price
is 60 (dashed line), but the results show that similar to markets
in Hommes et al. (2008), 6 out of 7 markets show persistent
divergence from the REE, and the peak of the price cycle can be as
high as almost 1000. Thus, the findings in Hommes et al. (2008)
are robust when the market size increases from 6 to 20–30.

The price dynamics in the seven markets from Bao et al. (2020)
are shown in Fig. 4. As the figure shows, the price dynamics follow
the same pattern as in Hommes et al. (2008), and there is no
evidence that a larger group size reduced the size or likelihood
of bubbles.

Hommes et al. (2021) further extended the size of the large
experimental asset market to around 100 subjects (between 92
and 104) in each market. The unique REE of the asset price in this
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Fig. 4. Price Dynamics in Bao et al. (2020). The solid lines are market prices in
each experimental market, and the dashed line is the REE.

experiment is 66. The average asset price is 139.38 for the Large
groups and 153.41 for the Small groups (with six subjects each
as in a standard LtFE). While the overvaluation seems smaller in
large markets, it is still far from zero, and large bubbles occur in
3 out of 6 large markets. The authors also examined the effect
of news announcements when the market is overheated and find
that it can help to substantially bring down asset prices.

3.3. Time horizon

Observation 3: Markets populated with more long-run forecasters
are more likely to converge to the REE. Long-run forecasters’ forecast
is better described by adaptive learning, while short-run forecasters
are usually trend-extrapolators.

Support: Evans et al. (2019) ran a LtFE where subjects play the
role of agents with CRRA utility functions and solve a consumption
based asset pricing problem a la Lucas Jr. (1978). In this setting, a
boundedly rational agent model by Branch et al. (2012) proposes
that when agents make ‘‘T-period ahead optimal learning’’, the
asset price will converge to its REE faster when T is larger. The
authors designed four treatments where the market is populated
by 0%, 30%, 50%, and 100% of long-run forecasters who make
ten periods ahead forecasts (while the rest are subjects who
make one period ahead forecasts as in standard LtFEs). The
result shows that short-horizon markets are prone to persistent
deviations from RE. By contrast, markets populated by even a
modest fraction of long-horizon forecasters exhibit convergence
towards the REE. Long-horizon forecasts are well-described by
adaptive learning, which leads to convergence and stabilization,
while short-horizon forecasts are typically users of destabilizing
trends following strategies.

Parallel to the paper mentioned above, Anufriev et al. (2020a)
xamined how long-run expectations influence market stability
n markets with positive expectation feedback. Different from
vans et al. (2019), their experimental setting is the standard
fter Brock and Hommes (1998) and Hommes et al. (2005, 2008).
n this study, long-run expectation means the subjects can make
wo periods ahead or three periods ahead expectations, and there
s no treatment with a mixture of short-run and long-run fore-
asters, i.e., all subjects face the same forecasting time horizon
n each market. The authors also introduced the initial history of
ast prices at the beginning of the experiment. That is, instead
f seeing no past prices, the subjects can observe a long history
f asset prices from markets in previous asset pricing LtFEs. Like
vans et al. (2019), the result of this paper shows that long-run
xpectations tend to help stabilization and convergence to REE.
ll markets that start with the history of converging prices tend
6

to remain stable. For the markets that start with the history of
oscillating price dynamics, the price tends to be more stable when
the subjects make the long-run instead of short-run expectations.

There are other studies that elicit long-run expectations to-
gether with short-run expectations, e.g., Colasante et al. (2018,
2020). But since the long-run expectations in those experiments
do not enter the DGP of the realized asset prices, they play a lesser
role in the experiment and tend to generate a smaller impact.

Observation 4: Increasing the length, i.e., the number of periods, and
time pressure can help the markets to converge to the REE.

Support: A typical LtFE is a 50-period experiment. Some wonder
how the price dynamics will look if the number of periods in-
creases, i.e., whether those markets that do not converge in the
first 50 periods will converge after 50 periods. To address this
issue, Anufriev et al. (2020b) ran a LtFE with positive expectation
feedback where the length increases by a factor three, i.e., to
150 periods. The study showed that the result may go both
ways. Some markets do not converge in the first 50 periods but
converge afterward, while there are also markets that seem to
be stable in the first 50 periods but start to oscillate around the
end of the experiment. Overall, more markets fall into the first
category. Increasing the length of the experiment does seem to
help to stabilize the market.

In the same experiment, the authors also varied the time
pressure faced by the subjects. The subjects had 25 s to make
their decision in the low time pressure treatment, but only 6 s
in the high time pressure treatment. The authors found that
the subjects are somehow less trend-chasing under high time
pressure, which helps to stabilize the market.

3.4. Price versus return

Observation 5: The format in which the data is presented, or in which
the prediction is submitted, does impact forecasting behavior. All
things equal, subjects’ expectation is higher, and bubbles are more
likely when they predict in terms of returns instead of prices. The
results on the effect of the format of past data are mixed, while some
studies find that price expectation tends to be lower, and bubbles are
less likely when the past data is presented in terms of returns instead
of prices. Other studies found no significant effect.

Support: Both expectations and past data on financial variables
can be returns or price levels in the real world. Glaser et al. (2019)
studied whether the format of expectation has an impact on ex-
pectation formation; they found that on average, the expectations
are higher by between 1.1 and 2.4 percentage points per month
if subjects predict returns rather than price levels. In contrast,
showing subjects with return bar charts as opposed to price line
charts leads to a lowered expectation by 1.7 to 1.0 percentage
points per month. This finding is robust against whether the pay-
off for the subjects is fixed or performance-based across different
subject pools (i.e., students or financial professionals).

Glaser et al. (2019) is an experiment on expectation formation
using an exogenously generated price time series. While it can
provide a good description of expectation formation behavior at
the individual level, it is difficult to conclude how the patterns
of behavior influence aggregate market stability. Hanaki et al.
(2019a) conducted a LtFE where the subjects’ price or return
forecast will be a key variable in determining the asset prices
and returns. They used a two-by-two design where the two
dimensions are (1) if subjects predict the prices or returns, and (2)
if subjects observe information about the past in terms of prices
or returns. The paper shows that while the price bubble is again
larger when subjects predict returns compared to when they
predict prices, there is no evidence that the format of how past
information is presented influences price dynamics and market
stability.
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.5. Monetary policy experiments

bservation 6: Though LtOEs usually find little or no evidence of the
ffectiveness of higher interest rates to curb asset bubbles, LtFEs on
sset markets usually find supportive evidence for the effectiveness
f monetary policies. Central bank communication helps stabilize
xpectations if it is done in a simple and accessible way.

upport: In the LtOE literature, Fischbacher et al. (2013) was the
first experimental study on the impact of monetary policy on
asset prices in double auction markets. They found that a higher
interest rate leads to lower liquidity in the market but has little
impact on the level of the asset prices in double auction markets,
a la Smith et al. (1988). Similarly, Giusti et al. (2016) concluded
that introducing the opportunity cost of speculation in the form
of interest payment to cash has limited success in mitigating
bubbles.

Bao and Zong (2019) conducted a LtFE where the REE of the
sset price is 60. The initial interest rate for the risk-free asset is
%. They designed three treatments:
Treatment B: the baseline treatment where the interest rate is

nchanged over time.
Treatment P: The central bank will raise the interest rate to

0% if the asset price in the previous period is higher than 90 (50%
igher than the REE); they will lower it to 2.5% if the asset price
n the previous period is lower than 30 (50% lower than the REE).
he subjects are informed about this policy in the instructions.
Treatment PN: This treatment is the same as treatment P,

xcept while subjects see the real-time interest rate in each
eriod, they are not informed about the detailed scheme and
urpose of the policy.
Fig. 5 shows the asset price dynamics in each of the eight

arkets in Treatment B (left panel) and Treatment P (right panel)
n Bao and Zong (2019). The result of the experiment shows that
he introduction of the monetary policy can reduce by two-thirds
he relative absolute deviation (RAD, a commonly used measure
f price bubbles in the experimental finance literature proposed
y Stöckl et al. (2010)) of the market price from the fundamental
alue of the market. Moreover, the effectiveness of the policy
oes not depend on whether the subjects are informed about
he purpose of the policy. The result of Bao and Zong (2019)
uggests that a higher interest rate does help to curb the ‘‘bubbly’’
rice expectations and therefore reduces mispricing. The reason
hy such policies did not work in LtOEs is more likely related
o bounded rationality in subjects’ quantity decision making in
rading, not to the expectation formation process.

Parallel to Bao and Zong (2019), Hennequin and Hommes
2019) studied how a Taylor-rule-like interest policy can reduce
sset bubbles. The interest rate policy is a linearly increasing
unction of the price deviation from the fundamental value in
heir policy treatments. Depending on the strength of the policy,
hey further differentiated between a weak and a strong rule
reatment. In their weak rule treatment, the interest rate will in-
rease by 0.001% when the price deviation from the fundamental
alue increases by 1%. In their strong rule treatment, the interest
ate will increase by 0.1% when the price deviation from the
undamental value increases by 1%. The result shows that while
he weak rule does not stabilize the market, the strong rule can
educe the price deviation by 67%–90%, similar to the effect found
n Bao and Zong (2019).

Assenza et al. (2019) tested the effectiveness of the Tay-
or Principle using a self-referential LtFE in the New Keynesian
ramework. Their result suggests that when demanding a con-
ergence towards the inflation target, the Taylor Principle is a
ecessary, but not a sufficient condition. Instead, central banks
eed to use an aggressive enough monetary policy rule by in-

roducing strong enough negative feedback between expected

7

inflation and aggregate demand. A sufficiently strong Taylor rule
can manage expectations because the policy avoids coordination
on trend-following behavior and prevents expectation errors
from becoming self-fulfilling. Similarly, Kryvtsov and Petersen
(2013) also found that the Taylor rule monetary policy proved
a highly effective device in lowering the conditional variance of
output gap and inflation. Mauersberger (2019) ran a LtFE in a New
Keynesian Economy as in Woodford (2013) and found that the
Taylor principle does not necessarily guarantee convergence to
the steady state, but the welfare loss due to expectation-driven
volatility can be largely mitigated by the Taylor principle near the
steady state.

Kryvtsov and Petersen (2021) studied if central bank com-
munication can stabilize individual forecasts and aggregate out-
comes. They conducted a LtFE based on an extended version
of Woodford (2013) model of heterogeneous expectations and
monetary policy. The output in the economy is subject to an
AR(1) demand shock. Subjects are aware that the central bank
responds to deviations of inflation and output gap from target,
and that the central bank reacts more than one-for-one with
inflation. There are four treatments in their experiment: (1) The
control treatment with no communication; (2) COM-BACK treat-
ment, where the central bank simply makes an announcement
on whether the interest rate has increased, decreased, or stayed
unchanged in the last period. Note that by default, participants
in all treatments can observe the history of interest rates in
the experimental interface. This treatment does not provide new
information, but just increases the salience of the information; (3)
COM-FWD treatment, in which all subjects receive an announce-
ment on the central bank’s expected policy decision to increase
or decrease the interest rate, or to let it stay unchanged. Subjects
are informed about the function used by the central bank to
forecast future interest rates; (4) COM-COMMIT treatment, where
the central bank will occasionally let the nominal interest rate
remain unchanged for some periods and inform the participants
in advance about whether the interest rate will be changed in
the next periods. The authors found that the fluctuation of the
economy is smaller in all treatments with communication than
in the control treatment. The reduction in individual expectations
and the aggregate outcome is the largest in COM-BACK treatment,
suggesting that communication is more effective if done in a
simple and relatable backward-looking way.

Observation 7: It is difficult to escape the liquidity trap using mon-
etary policy alone. Monetary policy can lead the economy to the
targeted steady-state equilibrium when combined with fiscal policy.
Publishing strategic central bank projections may help the economy
to escape the liquidity trap if the central bank can gain sufficient
credibility from the private sector investors.

Support: Two works use LtFE to study how the economy can es-
cape from a liquidity trap when the interest rate is near the zero-
lower-bound (Arifovic and Petersen, 2017 and Hommes et al.,
2019a). Both experiments are based on a New Keynesian econ-
omy where individuals form expectations on future inflation rates
and output gap and are paid according to their forecasting ac-
curacy. In this economy, there are two equilibria—the target
equilibrium and a low inflation equilibrium under RE, referred to
as the zero lower bound (ZLB) steady state. Evans et al. (2008)
showed that the target equilibrium is stable, while the low in-
flation equilibrium is an unstable saddle point under adaptive
learning.

There are several differences between the two experiments:
first, Hommes et al. (2019a) used the nonlinear NK model, while
Arifovic and Petersen (2017) used the linear approximation of the
model. Arifovic and Petersen introduced autocorrelated shocks
to the system, while Hommes et al. (2019a) used expectational
shocks generated by news announcements.
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Fig. 5. The asset price in each of the eight markets in Treatment B (left panel) and Treatment P (right panel) in Bao and Zong (2019).
Despite the differences in the design, the two experiments
reached similar conclusions. They both found that it is difficult
to stabilize the economy and evade the deflation spiral using
monetary policy alone. The monetary policy only works when
combined with fiscal policies like ‘‘fiscal switching’’ (Chung et al.,
2007). The results of both experiments are well in line with the
adaptive learning model for expectations.

Ahrens et al. (2019) studied whether central banks can man-
age private-sector expectations by means of publishing one-
period ahead inflation projections in a New Keynesian learning-
to-forecast experiment. Their experimental economy is similar
to Assenza et al. (2019), except that they introduced negative
expectational shocks to the economy in three consecutive periods
that may lead the economy to a deflationary spiral. In Treatment
2 and 3 of their experiment, the central bank of the economy,
played by a human subject (Treatment 2) or a computer algorithm
(Treatment 3), can publish inflation projection that serves as
additional public information to the subjects. In Treatment 2, the
human central banker received two forecasts from the computer:
one was a data-driven forecast that would most likely prevail in
the next period (i.e., with the smallest expected prediction error)
and the other was a strategic, ‘‘required for target’’ forecast that
could help the economy jump out of the deflationary spiral if all
private sector agents follow the forecast. The central banker has
the incentive to manage expectations so that the private sectors
believe in and copy the strategic forecast, but to achieve this goal,
the central bank must maintain good credibility by publishing
projections that are not too far from realized inflation. In Treat-
ment 3, a computer algorithm published the inflation projection
automatically based on the tradeoff between expectation man-
agement and credibility. The result of the experiment shows that
compared with no projection or with random projection, active
central bank projections can drastically reduce the probability of
deflationary spirals.

3.6. Laboratory experiments and computational experiments

Observation 8: It is difficult to explain subjects’ expectation for-
mation in lab experiments using the REH, or a single expectations
formation rule. Subjects’ expectation formation is usually better ex-
plained by computational economics models where subjects choose
from a menu of simple heuristics, and these heuristics usually lead
to a ‘‘smart’’ outcome for them, at least at the individual level.
However, the aggregate market price may be subject to large and
persistent bubbles and crashes due to temporary coordination on
trend-extrapolating rules.

Support: The subjects’ forecasting behavior is undoubtedly far
from the REE in positive feedback markets. Though subjects may
learn to play the REE in negative feedback markets, it is also
8

crucial to understand the learning path from the initial non-
REE expectations to the REE. Recently, with the advancement
of computational technologies and methodologies, researchers
came up with computational models based on the evolutionary
selection of forecasting heuristics to explain the experimental
data. The two types of methods often used in the literature are the
HSM based on Brock and Hommes (1998) model, and the Genetic
Algorithm (GA) models.

The HSM (Anufriev and Hommes, 2012; Bao et al., 2012;
Anufriev et al., 2016, 2018) is a relatively simple model to explain
the expectation formation by subjects in LtFEs. The key assump-
tion is that subjects choose from a small menu of forecasting
heuristics (usually four), and the heuristic that performed better
in the recent past will attract more followers in the future. This
model has been successful in explaining expectation formation
in both positive and negative feedback markets. The model is
parsimonious because researchers only need to calibrate three
parameters (the intensity of choice, memory, and inertia) of the
model, and the results are indeed very robust for small changes in
these parameters. The HSM suggests that people usually become
more trend-chasing over time when playing in positive feedback
markets and follow adaptive expectations in a negative feedback
environment. Recently, Zhu et al. (2019) extended the HSM so
that it can also be applied to LtOEs.

The more general GA model usually assumes that individu-
als search in a broad strategy space and switch between the
strategies in a more sophisticated manner, trying to learn the
parameters of the strategies over time. The literature goes back
to Arifovic (1996, 1997) and Duffy (2006). Still, the large-scale
application of the GA model to experimental data started in more
recent years (Arifovic and Ledyard, 2011, 2012; Chen and Hsieh,
2011; Chen et al., 2011; Chen, 2012, 2013; Hommes and Lux,
2013; Chen et al., 2014; Hommes et al., 2017; Anufriev et al.,
2013, 2019a,b; Tai et al., 2018; Makarewicz et al., 2020). With
larger searching space and higher calculation capacity, the GA
models can fit different moments of the experimental data and
more detailed behavior at the individual subject level. The GA
model can also provide an accurate estimate of the parameters in
the first order heuristic widely used in LtFE and the coefficients
for trend-chasing/contrarian behavior in HSMs.

3.7. Comparing expectation data from the lab and the field

Observation 9: Results based on experimental inflation forecasts data
have a high level of external validity. Different sources of inflation
forecasts (participants in experiments, households, industrial and
financial professionals, and central bankers) share common patterns,
and all deviate from the traditional RE paradigm.

Support: Cornand and Hubert (2020) carefully collected inflation
expectations data from different sources, e.g., experimental data
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rom Pfajfar and Žakelj (2018), Cornand and M’baye (2018a,b),
dam (2007), Hommes et al. (2017) and survey data from Michi-
an household surveys, the Livingston survey on industrial pro-
essionals, Survey of Professional Forecasters and central bankers’
orecast in FOMC meeting publication, and the Greenbook. They
ompared data from the lab and the field and find to find that
hey share a high level of common features. All deviate substan-
ially from the RE hypothesis. The forecasting errors tend to be
utocorrelated, and revision is made based on past information.
hese findings are in line with adaptive learning, as well as the
‘information rigidity’’ hypothesis proposed by Mankiw and Reis
2002, 2007) and Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2012, 2015).

Landier et al. (2019) and Bordalo et al. (2020) compared the
xpectation formation behavior by the subjects in a forecasting
xperiment where subjects predict an AR(1) time series with the
ield data from Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2015). They find
hat in both cases, the REH is firmly rejected. Subjects tend to
verreact to recent trends and shocks, and the ‘‘forward-looking
xtrapolation’’ model can well explain the subjects’ forecasting
ehavior.
Li (2020) used an online experiment to elicit subjects’ expecta-

ions on future growth and inflation in China after the outbreak of
OVID-19. He found that ambiguity-averse subjects tend to hold a
ore pessimistic view about the economic outlook in the future.
ubjects seem to make consistent forecasting and consumption
ecisions. Those who predict lower growth also indicate that they
re going to lower their consumption.

.8. Cognitive ability, task complexity and experience

bservation 10: Subjects have bounded capability in handling com-
lexity. Regardless of the complexity of the experimental environ-
ent, they consistently adopt simple belief-formation processes in
tFE.

upport: Arifovic et al. (2019) investigated the equilibrium se-
lection under a complex OLG economy with multiple perfect-
foresight equilibria, including periodic and chaotic dynamics.
Theoretically, all equilibria can be selected under learning, pro-
vided that agents use a suitable rule. However, their experimental
result shows that subjects would keep adopting the simple rules
that are based on the information from the most recent observa-
tions, tracking low-order patterns instead of using higher order
rules in the LtFE settings. The simple behavioral rules used by
the subjects also lead to an aggregate convergence of prices and
individual forecasts towards the simple equilibria even after a
long transition, in this case the steady-state or the period-two
cycle.

He and Kucinskas (2019) studied the effect of correlation on
xpectation formation, using a without-feedback LtFE framework
o get rid of the ambiguous feedback effect on prediction accu-
acy. In their experiments, the subjects need to form expectations
n an indicator A which, follows the AR(1) process. Subjects in
he Baseline treatment observe only the past realized values of
he indicator A. Subjects in the Correlated treatment additionally
bserve a leading indicator B that co-generates a bivariate VAR(1)
ith indicator A. In theory, the predictability of indicator A is
he same for both treatments if subjects follow Bayesian updat-
ng when forming their expectations. The result of the study,
owever, shows that subjects predict with a significantly lower
ccuracy in the Correlated treatment. This is because when per-
orming forecasting, subjects use a simplified mental model that
argely ignores correlated variable.

bservation 11: There is mixed evidence on whether providing the
ubject full information on the structure of the economy can help to
itigate or eliminate the deviation from the REE.

upport: In most LtFEs, the subjects only have qualitative infor-
ation on the underlying structure of the experimental economy.
9

One may wonder if it will be easier for the subjects to find the REE
if they are provided full information, i.e., the exact equations of
the price determination mechanism.

To our knowledge, the first experiment to address this issue
is Sonnemans and Tuinstra (2010). Inspired by the convergence
results in repeated beauty contest experiments and LtFEs with
positive feedbacks (e.g., Hommes et al., 2005, 2008), they exam-
ined the key factors in determining whether a group of subjects
can learn the REE. There are three main differences between a
typical beauty contest game and a LtFE: (1) incentive structure
(tournament incentives versus quadratic loss payoff function); (2)
information structure (full information on the data generating
process of the winning number versus limited information on
the data generating process of the price); and (3) the feedback
strength (2/3 versus 20/21). Their result shows that the differ-
ence in the experimental result is mainly driven by the feedback
strength, while providing full information in LtFEs does not help
much for subjects to learn to the REE price. Meanwhile, Bao and
Duffy (2016) was one of the first LtFEs with negative feedback
to introduce full information in their treatments. The research
question of that paper is which of the adaptive learning model
(Evans and Honkapohja, 2012) and the eductive learning model
(Guesnerie, 1992) provides a better explanation for people’s price
expectations in a simple cobweb market. Because eductive learn-
ing requires that agents have complete knowledge on the data
generating process (DGP) of the market price in the economy,
Bao and Duffy (2016) showed the DGP to the subjects in the in-
structions in all treatment. Since there are no treatments without
information of the DGP, it is impossible to draw conclusion about
whether providing full information will facilitate convergence to
REE in the experiment per se. On the other hand, if one compares
the number of average periods before convergence in this experi-
ment and other LtFEs with negative feedbacks, it seems the speed
of convergence is similar in all LtFEs with negative feedbacks,
i.e., the number of periods before convergence is usually fewer
than 5. This result may serve as indirect evidence that given the
high speed of convergence in LtFEs with negative feedbacks, it is
difficult for treatments with more information to generate even
faster convergence than the treatments with limited information
in the traditional LtFE literature.

Mirdamadi and Petersen (2018) ran a LtFE where subjects
form expectations on macroeconomic variables in a New Key-
nesian Economy. In their experiment, the eigenvalues of the
economy are 0.88 and 0.67. So, the REE is a stable node under
naïve expectations. They varied the level of the information the
subjects receive on the data generation process of the economy.
They found that providing precise quantitative training can help
reduce the inflation forecast errors, reduce disagreements about
inflation, and encourage a more substantial reaction to past fore-
cast errors. Providing qualitative information shows a limited
effect.

Multi-dimensionality is a common form of complexity faced
by agents in macroeconomic or finance models. Anufriev et al.
(2019a) extended the univariate LtFE into a planar system, using
the setting of a beauty contest game (Nagel, 1995; Duffy and
Nagel, 1997; Grosskopf and Nagel, 2008; Sutan and Willinger,
2009; Hanaki et al., 2019b) that provides subjects with full in-
formation about the DGP for the two endogenous variables. In
particular, they focused on the simplest possible two-dimensional
structure. As in a standard beauty contest game, variable a de-
pends only on the average forecast for α. Variable b depends on
he average predictions of both a and b. In their Saddle treatment
ith one unique converging path and an infinite number of other
olution paths leading away from the steady state, subjects learn
he steady state if it is a negative feedback market. Their result
mplies that with the full DGP of the planar system, participants
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re able to learn and follow the saddle path in a system with
egative feedback, even if they are not initially being placed on
he saddle path itself. By contrast, subjects fail to coordinate when
t is with positive feedback, just like in the univariate models.

The signal extraction model (DeGroot, 2004) is widely used in
acroeconomics and game theory on how individuals form be-

iefs/expectations on the realization of economic variables based
n two noisy signals. The main prediction of the theory is that
he decision weight assigned to a signal is inversely related to
ts noisiness, as indicated by the variance of the distribution of
he signal. The noisier the signal, the less decision weight. This
heory was implicitly used in many game theory and finance
xperiments, e.g., the global game experiment on currency at-
ack by Heinemann et al. (2004), but it was not tested directly.
ao and Duffy (2021) and Bao et al. (2019) tested the theoret-
cal prediction in the laboratory. The subjects played the role
f a financial advisor of an investment company. The company
ould be a buyer/seller of the asset if the subject’s forecast

s above/below the median forecast in the market. The authors
ound that on average, the subjects’ prediction is explained well
y the signal extraction model, though there is large hetero-
eneity in individual expectations. Subjects seem to apply some
orst-case-scenario thinking and overestimate (i.e., take the up-
er limit of the distribution) the variance of an ambiguous signal
hose variance is not a constant but varies between an interval.

bservation 12: Subjects with higher cognitive ability are more likely
o form RE.

upport: Many studies (Akiyama et al., 2017; Zong et al., 2017;
osch-Rosa et al., 2018) have shown that cognitive ability plays
n important role in determining whether individuals can form
E. Akiyama et al. (2017) and Bosch-Rosa et al. (2018) ran LtOEs
ith call market design, and traders’ expectation is elicited for
he first period only while Zong et al. (2017) employed the LtFE
esign. In all these studies, traders’ cognitive ability was mea-
ured by the cognitive reflection test (CRT Frederick, 2005). The
riginal format is a three-question test. A subject is considered
o have a higher cognitive ability if he can solve more of the
uestions correctly. In all these experiments, the subjects were
nable to learn the REE, but the deviation of individual price
orecast and market price are much greater in markets populated
y participants with lower CRT scores than those populated by
articipants with higher CRT scores.

bservation 13: Unlike in LtOEs with double auction, the evidence
n whether bubbles and crashes can be eliminated when subjects
ecome more experienced is mixed in LtFEs.

upport: One important finding in the experimental literature
n LtOEs in which subjects trade in continuous double auction
arkets is that bubbles tend to disappear when identical markets
re repeated and subjects are more experienced with the setting
Dufwenberg et al., 2005; Hussam et al., 2008). In Dufwenberg
t al. (2005), the authors made the distinction between rounds
nd periods; a round (being a market, or a repetition of the

market) consists of ten periods. In the first three rounds, sub-
jects participated in the same double auction market. Though
large bubbles and crashes may happen in the first two rounds,
the average transaction price of the asset will be very close to
the fundamental value in the third round when the subjects
become experienced with the experimental setting. In the fourth
round, some experienced traders were replaced by inexperienced
traders (subjects who did not participate in the experimental
market in previous rounds), and the authors found that the asset
price remains close to the fundamental value, even when four
experienced traders are replaced by inexperienced traders.
10
To test whether the same result will hold in LtF markets,
Kopányi-Peuker and Weber (2021) studied the subjects’ expecta-
tion formation behavior in LtFE similar to Hommes et al. (2008)
for three rounds (markets or repetitions of markets) of 25–40
periods. Their results show that different from in double auction
LtOEs, the bubbles and crashes in LtFEs do not disappear in later
rounds (when subjects become more experienced). Instead, the
bubbles and crashes start even earlier in later rounds than in the
first round.

Hennequin (2019) studied if the type of experience matters
for its impact on bubble formation with experienced subjects. She
ran a two-stage LtFE like Hommes et al. (2008). In Stage 1, each
subject is the only human subject in his or her market, and the
other 5 subjects are robot players who submit the same price
forecast as subjects in a market from a previous experiment. The
robots can be Stable Robots who submit forecasts that will lead
to a stable convergence to the fundamental value of the asset, or
Bubbly Robots who submit forecasts that will lead to persistent
bubbles and crashes. In Stage 2, there were three treatments: 6B,
where all 6 subjects played with Bubbly Robots in Stage 1; 6S,
where all 6 subjects played with Stable Robots in Stage 1; and
3S3B, where 3 subjects played with Stable Robots and 3 subjects
played with Bubbly Robots in Stage 1. The result of the exper-
iment shows that the type of experience indeed matters. The
asset price is stable in all markets in Treatment 6S, volatile in all
markets in Treatment 6B, and may either stabilize or destabilize
in Treatment 3S3B.

4. Conclusion

Expectation formation plays a significant role in modern eco-
nomic modeling of the macroeconomy as well as financial mar-
kets. Understanding expectations formation is crucial in designing
policies to enhance market stability and manage expectations
during a crisis. A LtFE is an experimental methodology aiming at
eliciting expectations in the most direct and clean way for the
researchers to understand which factors influence market stabil-
ity via the expectation channel. The result of the LtFE literature
usually suggests that while negative feedback markets have a nat-
ural tendency to converge to the REE, (strongly) positive feedback
markets have a natural and intrinsic tendency to generate bubbles
and crashes due to agents coordinating on a common trend in
past prices.

By reviewing the result of around 50 recent studies using the
LtFE methodology, we show that the findings in the standard
LtFE literature are robust against a large variety of changes in the
experimental design. The bubbles and crashes found in standard
LtFEs with positive expectation feedbacks are also prevalent in
experiments with more than 100 subjects in each market. There
is high consistency between the findings based on expectation
data from LtFEs and survey data from the field. Meanwhile, re-
cent studies also provide a few possible policy tools, e.g., higher
interest rate, long horizon forecasts, or higher time pressure, all of
which may help manage the trend-following behavior and market
oscillations. Individual expectations and market price dynamics in
LtFEs are also influenced by the complexity of the task and sub-
jects’ cognitive ability, but there is mixed evidence on whether
providing subjects full information about the economy will help
them learn the REE.

In our views, future work is still needed to address several
open questions related to LtFE and expectations formation in
macroeconomics and finance in general:

1. Since financial and macroeconomic policy decisions are
usually made by professionals like fund managers and cen-
tral bankers, it may be desirable to run more LtFEs using
professional subjects to further strengthen the external
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validity of the findings in the literature and to identify
the possible differences between students and professional
subject pools.

2. There have been studies in which the subjects forecast
either exogenous variables (like in Hey, 1994; Afrouzi et al.,
2020), variables with expectation feedbacks (standard Lt-
FEs), or real data from the field (Andreassen and Kraus,
1990; De Bondt, 1993), but there is a lack of dialogue
among the three strands of literature. Future research may
combine the three designs in one experiment and investi-
gate whether there are systematic differences in subjects’
forecasting behavior when they predict different types of
data.

3. It may be useful to conduct more studies on the relation-
ship between different psychological factors and
expectation-formation behavior. For example, how do over-
confidence, theory of mind, and emotion influence individ-
ual learning and market stability? It may also be interesting
to introduce the usage of eye tracking machines and face
readers in LtFEs to take more precise measurement of
related variables.

4. People usually make point prediction in an economic sys-
tem in a standard LtFE. In future studies, it may be inter-
esting to study the cases where people make ‘‘structural
expectations’’, i.e., providing the confidence interval of a
variable, (more than one) parameters in the model instead
of the point prediction.

5. Researcher may also try to apply new quantitative or sta-
tistical methods to data from LtFEs. For example, instead of
running simple regressions, future research may also con-
sider applying the machine-learning method to estimate
the coefficients of the heuristics or use artificial intelligence
to categorize the subjects into different behavioral types.

6. Though Hommes et al. (2005) already introduced passive,
fundamental robot traders in LtFEs. It may be interesting
for future LtFEs to introduce more and ‘‘smarter’’ robot
traders to determine how human–robot interaction influ-
ences individual learning and market stability in LtFEs.
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